Core-scale experiments and analyses would often lead to estimation of saturation functions (relative permeability and capillary pressure). However, despite previous attempts on developing analytical and numerical methods, the estimated flow functions may not be representative of coreflood experiments when it comes to predicting similar experiments due to non-uniqueness issues of inverse problems. In this work, a novel approach was developed for estimation of relative permeability and capillary pressure simultaneously using the results of "multiple" corefloods together, which is called "co-history matching." To examine this methodology, a synthetic (numerical) model was considered using core properties obtained from pore network model. The outcome was satisfactorily similar to original saturation functions. Also, two real coreflood experiments were performed where water at high and low rates were injected under reservoir conditions (live fluid systems) using a carbonate reservoir core. The results indicated that the profiles of oil recovery and differential pressure (dP) would be significantly affected by injection rate scenarios in non-water wet systems. The outcome of co-history matching could indicate that, one set of relative permeability and capillary pressure curves can reproduce the experimental data for all corefloods.
Introduction
Measurement of saturation functions (capillary pressure and relative permeability) is difficult and costly. Relative permeability is dynamic parameter, whereas capillary pressure can be categorized as a static function (Taber 1969) . Relative permeability can be directly measured by establishing a steady-state saturation distribution in the porous media (Morse et al. 1947) . However, from a relatively less cumbersome approach, experimental data obtained from unsteady-state type of experiments can be used in estimation of relative permeability using semi-analytical and automatic history matching methods (Johnson et al. 1959; Chavant et al. 1980) . However, when the core tests are performed at relatively low rates, inclusion of capillary pressure data can impact the results of relative permeability estimation. Conventionally, capillary pressure is obtained from separate experiments where a different core plug is usually considered. Also, using reservoir cores to be aged with crude oils, establishment of identical initial saturations and wettability would not be a straightforward task. These two factors would often lead to uncertainties in determination of relative permeability where capillary pressure plays a role (Subbey et al. 2006; Honarpour and Mahmoud 1988) . Furthermore, measurement of capillary pressure at static modes may not represent capillary pressure acting dynamically (in displacements) against the viscous force to trap the non-wetting phase (Weitz et al. 1987) .
Automatic history matching has been used numerously as the academic and oil industry standard (Kumar et al. 2014; Shafer 2013; Eydinov et al. 2007 ). Also, various software applications have been developed to estimate relative permeability and capillary pressure from core tests (Lenormand et al. 2016) . However, these attempts and improvements have been focused on numerical simulation of single core experiments, which can be subject to multiple sources of errors (Subbey et al. 2006) . One approach is to obtain capillary pressure from static type of measurements such as porous plate or centrifuge and then incorporate the Pc data into history matching process. This procedure may improve the accuracy of tuned relative permeability curves. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that capillary pressure measurements are time-consuming and (compared to coreflood experiments) they may not possess identical initial wettability conditions in non-water wet systems.
Several attempts have been made to simultaneously estimate capillary pressure and relative permeability functions from core tests (Chavant et al. 1980; Chardaire-Riviere et al. 1992 ; Schembre and Kovscek 2006; Pini and Benson 2013; Basbug et al. 2008) . However, non-uniqueness issue in the history matching process may introduce uncertainties to some extents. Moreover, obtaining both saturation functions would often require additional information such as in situ saturation monitoring, which may not be always available for coreflood experiments under reservoir conditions. For systems likely to become mixed to oil wet, holdups of oil in the rock due to capillary pressure can be significant, and hence, laboratory parameters such as injection rate and core dimensions may impact the outcome of the experiments, but saturation functions should be independent of laboratory procedures. Therefore, it is desired to be able to estimate kr and Pc simultaneously from unsteady-state core tests due to less cumbersome characteristics of unsteady-state experiments. Therefore, despite of numerous attempts to develop methodologies for reliable and predictive kr and Pc, there is still a need to tailor experimental and simulation approaches to attain a set of saturation function for non-water wet oil/brine systems under reservoir conditions.
In this study, a new principle has been brought into application in which saturation functions (kr and Pc) can be consistently estimated from "multiple corefloods" in which a variety of ratios for viscous to capillary forces are considered in "one" history matching technique. Using rock and fluids at reservoir conditions (i.e., non-water wet and live system), it is proposed to perform a number of corefloods (at least two) under different injection rate scenarios. Subsequently, using our proposed history matching technique (explained in the next section), one set of saturation functions can be estimated to satisfactorily match multiple corefloods together. This technique is called co-history matching.
Simulations and history matching of multiple coreflood experiments have been proposed previously for three-phase flow to estimate hysteresis parameters (Duchenne et al. 2015 (Duchenne et al. , 2016 Mahzari and Sohrabi 2017a) . For water-alternating-gas (WAG) experiments, multiplecoreflood history matching could improve the estimation of hysteresis parameters (Duchenne et al. 2016; Mahzari and Sohrabi 2017a, b) . However, the use of multiple-coreflood history matching for two-phase flow and estimation of kr and Pc, which are more representative than single-coreflood history matching, are discussed in this paper for the first time. Also, the methodologies for setting up a commercial simulator for multiple-coreflood history matching are presented in this paper for the first time.
To examine viability of this technique, firstly, a synthetic core model was generated numerically using pore network modeling, which enabled us to have consistent capillary pressure and relative permeability functions based on known pore-throat and known wettability conditions of a rock and fluid system. The saturation functions extracted from pore network modeling were used to produce coreflood data at different injection scenarios, which are considered as synthetic experimental data. Having consolidated our technique using synthetic data, a series of coreflood experiments was performed under reservoir conditions using live oil and non-water wet (aged) system. Since the system under study can exhibit a non-water wet behavior, injection rate would affect the displacement efficiency. Coreflood experiments at low and high rates were followed by a series of bump flood periods (i.e., injection with very high rates), which could lead to production of the oil trapped due to capillary pressure discontinuity such as end effects. Non-water wet systems would possess a relatively significant negative capillary pressure in high water saturation range, which can affect the frontal advancement and also, end effects. Therefore, inclusion of capillary pressure would become more important in non-water wet systems.
Co-history Matching Technique for Multiple Corefloods
At laboratory scales, estimation of relative permeability can be affected by capillary pressure and significance of capillary pressure would depend on injection rate scenarios (Civan and Donaldson 1989) . At low rate of injection, the capillary forces would dominate, whereas in higher flow rates, the capillary forces would be surpassed with the viscous forces depending on wettability and length of the samples. Conventionally, at the end of waterflooding sequence of the tests, a series of high flow rate injections (bump flood) would be suggested to produce the trapped oil by capillary end effects (Hinkely and Davis 1986; Masalmeh 2002 Masalmeh , 2013 . The characteristics of bump flood results would have a direct link with magnitude of capillary pressure. Therefore, the relative significance of capillary and viscous forces would play a substantial role on the displacement efficiency, which is mainly expressed by saturation functions (i.e., kr and Pc).
To capture the impact of viscous and capillary forces, a series of core-scale experiments is needed to be performed at different injection rate scenarios. Having performed multiple coreflood experiments at different rates, all experiments can be history matched together to obtain "one" set of saturation functions. Different coreflood experiments are started with low and high rates followed by bump floods to reach to residual oil saturation irrespective of starting rates. This approach can be employed to evaluate the relative strength of viscous and capillary forces. Subsequently, one history matching run is performed for all corefloods to match the experiments together.
For multiple-coreflood history matching or (as called here) co-history matching, a sector model with three layers (for two corefloods) of grid blocks was considered; top layer represents the coreflood performed with low rate, middle layer is null blocks, and bottom layer is for the high-rate coreflood experiment. For this methodology, any commercial simulator can be used. Figure 1 illustrates the reservoir model designed for multiple-coreflood history matching. Each active layer (coreflood) can have its own wells perforated at the outlet and The upper and bottom layers are active cells to simulate corefloods, whereas the middle layer is assigned as null blocks. Two grid blocks at the end of core has zero Pc to simulate end effects inlet grid blocks as producer and injector, respectively. Experimental information obtained from each coreflood can be input for producer and injector of each layer separately. The null layer is considered to ensure zero communications between the main layers representing different corefloods. With this arrangement, it would be doable to run the simulation (all three layers) with a single set of saturation functions while production and injection information is analyzed (matched) separately. Each layer (coreflood) is a one-dimensional model that is analyzed separately; however, all corefloods use one set of kr and Pc. An optimizer is coupled with the simulator (which runs the sector model) to tune the saturation function for matching the experimental data of all corefloods (coreflood layer) together. This type of history matching can only be used for the experiments performed on identical systems (with same core and fluid systems) where aging process could establish consistent wettability states in the experiments. It should be noted that, this technique can be utilized for more than 2 corefloods, if same principle active-null layers for each coreflood is employed. 
where global objective function is used by the optimizer to be minimized for all coreflood experiments together. Weight factors for each test, each data set (dP and oil recovery), and each data point can be adjusted to obtain the optimized solution. For data points recorded during experiment, the oil recovery and dP profiles after water breakthrough are assigned with higher weight factors compared to before breakthrough. It is accepted that in unsteady-state experiments, the experimental information after breakthrough can only be used for history matching. In Fig. 1 , oil volume and dP recorded from experiment (layer) "1" are used as matching data for OilVol and dP (dP P Injector-1 − P Producer-1 ) in Eq. 2. This procedure would be followed for other corefloods as well, and then, one global objective functions is used for all corefloods. Although different data points are to be matched (for different corefloods), "one" set of relative permeability and capillary pressure is used as input for all corefloods to obtain the history matching. For setting up the simulation in this study, one-dimensional numerical simulation was constructed for each layer with 100 grid blocks using a black oil simulator (CMG package). Using CMG-CMOST with its CMG Designed Exploration and Controlled Evolution (CMG's proprietary algorithm) for minimization of objective functions (this is an improved genetic algorithm), reservoir simulator was coupled with the optimizer to estimate kr and Pc simultaneously. This optimization algorithm is based on estimation of posterior probability function of a parameter, which is expressed by the following equations:
where (x) is the posterior probability function, P o (x) is the prior probability function, and L(x) is the likelihood function using Q(x) as the objective function. The basis of this optimization method is the Bayesian type of minimization (Akbarabadi et al. 2015) . For incorporating capillary end effects, as shown in Fig. 1 , two grid blocks at the outlet were assigned with zero capillary pressure, i.e., 98 grid blocks with adjustable nonzero capillary pressure and two grids with zero Pc. For relative permeability and capillary pressure functions, LET formulations were incorporated to have flexible correlations (Lomeland et al. 2005; Lomeland and Ebeltoft 2008) . In the history matching process, the minimization algorithm was continued until a cumulative error of less than 0.01% is achieved. The cumulative error is defined as the sum of error of cumulative oil production and differential pressure profiles. The boundary conditions (i.e., inlet and outlet conditions) are imposed to mimic the experimental conditions. When reservoir simulators (e.g., CMG) are used, the issue is that, the well specifications (boundary conditions) such as perforations and completion may not be applicable to corescale parameters. However, in simulations performed here, the well index (controlling inlet and outlet conditions) are calculated by slim-tube type of well index (imbedded in CMG), which resembles core-scale boundary conditions as employed in Sendra (which is a corescale simulator). In Figs. 14 and 15, the results of CMG and Sendra were compared to show the consistency in imposing the boundary conditions. To verify the proposed experimental procedure and history matching technique, firstly, a synthetic model was developed using digital rock data and co-history matching technique was employed to back-calculate the saturation functions. Secondly, after a detail analysis of synthetic model, two real coreflood experiments were performed under reservoir conditions using live fluids and non-water wet system to examine applicability of the co-history matching for realistic cases.
Synthetic Model
Pore network modeling has been considered as a feasible tool for simulating pore-scale processes in multiphase flow (Blunt et al. 2013; van Dijke and Sorbie 2002; Oren et al. 1998) , which can generate rock properties for single-phase and multiphase flow. Using arbitrary kr and Pc for synthetic models would not lead to consistent representation of a rock because numerous parameters would be interdependent. However, the main advantage of pore network models is the consistency in the generated parameters. Therefore, saturation functions generated from a pore network model would be self-consistent. Also, the synthetic model can possess any wettability state by selecting a range of contact angles that are related to particular wettability regime (Valvatne et al. 2005) . In this work, a synthetic model is constructed using available information of an extracted pore network of a sandstone rock. After that, the self-consistent rock properties generated by pore network modeling would be scaled up to core-scale sizes, and then, three waterflood experiments On the left-hand side, sandstone-S5 network extracted from pore-scale images (a) and on the right-hand side, the extracted pore and throat size distributions can be found (b) would be numerically performed using CMG simulator. The saturation functions obtained from pore-scale modeling would be named as numerical experimental data. Using cohistory matching technique, two numerical coreflood experiments would be history matched together. Also, two separate history matching exercises would be carried out on single coreflood experiments separately to compare the outcomes of single-coreflood history matching against co-history matching. After that, different saturation functions obtained from single-coreflood and multiple-corefloods history matching were used to predict another waterflood at a different rate to compare predictive capability of co-history matching technique.
Synthetic Model Properties
Pore and throat size data of a sandstone rock (sandstone-S5) has been extracted and digitized by pore-scale modeling group in Imperial College University (Dong and Blunt 2009) . Figure 2 depicts micro-scale image of rock thin section and also extracted pore and throat size distributions of the network. Porosity and permeability of the model is 0.211 and 4638 mD, respectively. To initialize the model, contact angle distribution of 80°-120°with random distribution was selected, which would represent mixed wet conditions (Blunt 1997; Kovscek et al. 1993 ). To generate two-phase saturation functions, i.e., kr and Pc, a software for porescale two-phase flow developed by the same group (Valvatne et al. 2005 ) was used to perform an imbibition process, which would represent water injection. The software has been developed based on quasi-static invasion for two-phase flow. Figure 3 shows the saturation functions generated with pore-scale modeling. Critical water saturation and residual oil saturation are 0.21 and 0.06, respectively. Since the relative permeability data points are not smooth, LET parameters were tuned to construct the curves on the relative permeability data points. Smoothness of relative permeability curves facilitates running the coreflood simulations. Having obtained a set of smoothed kr and Pc functions, the curves were input into the coreflood simulator to generate oil production and dP (differential pressure) data. The numerical corefloods were performed with starting injection rates of 5 and 60 cm 3 /h for low-and high-rate numerical experiments. The bump flood periods for low-rate test were sequentially performed at rate of 20, 50, and 100 cm 3 /h. For high-rate case, the bump flood was 200 cm 3 /h. The selection of rates for synthetic model is based on the real coreflood experiments (to be discussed in the next section) to keep consistency. Likewise, fluid viscosities and core dimensions were kept identical between synthetic and real cases. The injection rates selected for this study is equivalent to 1.5 and 18 ft/day of advancement velocity. In these flow ranges, capillary number would not be changed significantly to affect the residual non-wetting phase saturations. On the other hand, the rates selected would enable analyzing the competition between viscous and capillary forces (when kr and Pc are still unaffected by injection rate) in laboratory scales. If the injection rate was increased in much higher degrees, there could be a possibility to enter regions where kr and Pc could be affected by injection rate based on capillary number and desaturation curves (Taber 1969) . Therefore, the low rate was selected at nominal reservoir rates and the high rate was chosen to stay in stable zone of desaturation curve. It should be pointed out that the methodology proposed and developed here can be employed for laboratory experiments to obtain representative saturation function, which then can be used for field simulations. Figure 4 shows the results of numerical coreflood experiments. As can be seen, for the low-rate case (Fig. 4b ), significant oil recovery was obtained when the bump flood period started, which indicates mixed wettability of the core and hence considerable oil trapping at the end of the core. On the other hand, for high-rate case (Fig. 4a) , increasing the injection rate could lead to marginal additional oil recovery. The difference in the behavior of bump floods in low and high rates can be linked to the magnitude of dP compared to Pc; dP of low rate at the end of main injection period is 0.05 psi, whereas dP of high rate is 0.22. In other words, dP of 0.05 psi would correspond to significant holdup of oil based on Pc curve in Fig. 3b . To analyze the impact of bump flood periods, saturation profiles along the core can be plotted to check if high injection rate would surpass the end effects. Figure 5 illustrates the water saturation profiles along the core after breakthrough and after bump floods, which indicates uniform water saturation distribution after bump floods. 
History Matching Using Single Coreflood
Conventionally, relative permeability functions would be estimated using coreflood data of a single experiment. If capillary pressure data is available, it would be used as a fixed parameter during history matching. Although JBN (Johnson et al. 1959 ) as a semi-analytical can be used to verify numerical simulations, analytical approaches would not be a good option for non-water wet systems where capillary pressure can play a crucial role. Therefore, history matching needs to be used for non-water wet systems. However, measurement of capillary pressure curves for non-water wet systems under reservoir conditions is cumbersome and costly. Nevertheless, in this section, this conventional approach would be examined and single corefloods would be history matched separately to highlight the advantages of cohistory matching. The estimated saturation functions (from a single coreflood) would be used for prediction of the other coreflood. It should be mentioned that, in history matching . The prediction of high-rate experiment was a mismatch to experimental data. Green and blue dot points represent dP and oil recovery, respectively, for experimental data and red lines show simulation results process, capillary pressure curves were allowed to change slightly (5% variation band in Pc values), which is a fair assumption if the errors of laboratory measurements are considered. First, the low-rate numerical experiment (kr and Pc obtained from pore network modeling) was history matched and the other numerical test (high rate) was predicted. Figure 6 illustrates the results of history matching of the low-rate numerical experiment (Fig. 6a ) along with forward simulation (prediction) of high-rate case (Fig. 6b) . Using saturation functions obtained from low rate has resulted in noticeable error in simulation of both oil recovery and differential pressure profiles. Second, when the high-rate numerical experiment was history matched, the prediction of low-rate case was again erroneous, as shown in Fig. 7 . This discrepancy between the outcome of history matching and forward simulation of similar experiments can be attributed to non-uniqueness nature of history matching process.
In other words, there may be a solution that can match one experiment with reasonable accuracies but, due to non-uniqueness problem, the history matching attempt could not converge to the consistent solution. Therefore, there is a need to develop a methodology that can constraint the history matching process for the consistent solution. For this purpose, instead of statistical analysis and uncertainty concepts, another technique was considered, i.e., co-history matching, which is based on physical interpretations of viscous and capillary forces.
Co-history Matching to Obtain Saturation Functions
Having identified that history matching of single coreflood can be erroneous and heavily affected by non-uniqueness issues, co-history matching technique was employed using a sector model with three layers. Same optimization algorithm was incorporated with aid of CMG-CMOST software. Figure 8 demonstrates the results of co-history matching of two corefloods together. Relative permeability and capillary curves were tuned simultaneously to match both numerical experiments. The error of history matching was 0.01%, which indicates an acceptable accuracy. One may argue that using the co-history matching technique with a sector model can bring about high computation run time for simulation and history matching processes. Based on the outcome of co-history matching performed on synthetic model, the run time for a sector model is relatively higher than that of single 1-D coreflood simulation, i.e., 2 days for co-history matching versus 4 h for single coreflood. Therefore, the time scale of history matching of multiple corefloods is overall insignificant. The main advantage of using synthetic model is the fact that the tuned relative permeability and capillary pressure curves can be compared against the known values (information generated by pore network modeling). Figure 9 illustrates the tuned relative permeability and capillary pressure curves estimated from co-history matching and single coreflood approaches. It should be pointed out that, for unsteady-state waterfloods, the estimated kr Relative permeability (a) and capillary pressure (b) functions from four sources, i.e., numerical experiment, co-history-matched, history matching of high rate, history matching of low-rate cases. kr and Pc curves obtained from co-history matching show an acceptable degree of similarities compared to experimental data (pore network) in the saturation range pertinent to unsteady-state coreflood, i.e., water saturation of 0. 4-0.95 and Pc would be more reliable in the saturation ranges pertinent to after water breakthrough, which can be considered for comparison of kr and Pc curves. As shown in Fig. 9a , the estimated relative permeability curves from co-history matching technique is satisfactorily similar to the experimental kr (pore network krs). Also, for capillary pressure (Fig. 9b) , our proposed methodology could lead to an acceptable similarity between co-history matching and experimental data. On the other hand, the comparison between single-coreflood history matching and experimental data has indicated discrepancies. It should be mentioned that, for single-coreflood history matching, Pc curves were allowed to be changed by 5% (from experimental data) to show the discrepancies even though Pc was constraint to be close to experimental data. But for co-history matching, tuning of Pc was converged with high flexibility in Pc variation. Therefore, the history matching of single coreflood replicates a practice where Pc had been measured by a separate test with an acceptable error of measurement (i.e., 5%). It can be noticed that, even for co-history matching, the estimated kr and Pc could not reasonably match experimental data in saturation ranges before breakthrough, i.e., water saturation of 0.0-0.4. Therefore, the tuned kr and Pc are reliable for after breakthrough saturation ranges.
To examine the predictive capability of the different history matching approaches, another coreflood experiment was numerically performed under a different injection rate (i.e., 10 cm 3 /h). Figure 10 exhibits the results of simulations using different set of saturation functions obtained from history matching (kr and Pc pairs of Fig. 9 ), which are compared with experimental data. Evidently, the outcome of simulation using co-history-matched kr and Pc has indicated an acceptable similarity with experimental data. On the other hand, the estimated saturation functions from single coreflood test has failed to predict the numerical experiment with adequate accuracies. Therefore, using synthetic model with consistent kr and Pc functions, the advantages of co-history matching over single corefloods could evidently lead to estimating saturation functions with acceptable predictive capabilities. It should be mentioned that co-history matching technique has been developed to alleviate the non-uniqueness issue, which could adversely affect single-coreflood history matching. 
Co-history Matching of Corefloods Under Reservoir Conditions
Although the co-history matching technique could be employed and successfully tune saturation functions for synthetic model, there is a need to evaluate the application of this technique on real coreflood experiments. Two coreflood experiments were performed under reservoir conditions using carbonate rocks and live oil. The experiments were designed in a way to represent real reservoir fluids and rock where the system is aged to achieve non-water wet states. Co-history matching technique was employed to obtain kr and Pc simultaneously. It should be noted that for these coreflood experiments with live oil and non-water wet system, obtaining experimental kr and Pc directly by another experiment is extremely cumbersome and prone to laboratory errors. Also, static capillary pressure curves conventionally obtained from centrifuge of porous disk methods may not be representative of dynamic Pc acting in mixed wet systems (Hassanizadeh et al. 2002) . Thus, the estimated relative permeability and capillary pressure curves would be accounted as most representative solution of the system, which has been verified by the analyses performed on the synthetic model. The main objective of the experiments is to demonstrate that this approach can be applied for real cases.
Real laboratory experiment may inherit a degree of uncertainty arising from observation and readings of data, which could not be relevant to numerical experiments. In numerical experiments, on the other hand, a number of parameters would be lumped into formulations and equations. Although the numerical saturation functions could be supported by concepts of digital rock physics, there can be uncertainties related to boundary conditions and 3D heterogeneity of real corefloods that could not be captured in numerical corefloods. Therefore, here in this work, the numerical corefloods were only used to demonstrate that the methodology of co-history matching can be employed for multiple corefloods performed carefully irrespective of intrinsic experimental errors. 
Rock and Fluid Properties
A composite carbonate core formed with five core plugs was used in this study. Flexible filter papers infused with rock powder were placed between the plugs to reduce the impact of core discontinuity. The average brine permeability and porosity of the core can be found in Table 1 . Live oil was made using dead crude oil pre-equilibrated with a four-component gas (C1-C4). Details of fluid and rock properties can be found in (Mahzari et al. 2018 ).
The aqueous phase was pre-equilibrated with the solution gas to minimize the mass transfer between the invading brine and the resident oil, which may strip the oil from light components as water contacts with resident oil. This mass transfer may change the saturation of resident oil due to in situ swelling or shrinkage of oil phase. Properties of live fluids can be found in Table 2 .
Experimental Setup and Procedure
The experimental setup used for the experiments is shown schematically in Fig. 11 . The pressure at the core outlet (back pressure) was kept constant at 3100 psi in all experiments, and the core flood experiments were performed under constant temperature at 100°C. Carbonate cores were first cleaned and dried, and then, irreducible water saturation (Swi) was established. The core was first saturated with dead oil and was allowed to age (while injecting crude oil with rate of 1.5 pore volume/week) for 3 weeks. Recombined live oil was then injected into the core to displace the dead crude oil. The injection of live oil was continued through the core for three pore volumes until the recorded gas content reached the initial value, i.e., R s .
Having finished the first waterflood (i.e., low rate followed by bump floods), the core was cleaned using sequential injection of toluene and methanol. The cleaning process was performed under 110°C (10°above test temperature) and 1000 psi. After cleaning, the core permeability was measured using formation water, which was 96.51 mD. After that, Swi was established following same procedure and Swi of 0.16 was achieved. The core was aged for three weeks again. It should be noted that, at end of aging, the oil relative permeability at Swi (kro @ Swi) for both experiments was established similarly, i.e., 0.61 for the first test and 0.58 for the second test. The similarities in initial conditions in both experiments can enable performing co-history matching. The details of experimental procedure for waterfloods can be found in (Mahzari et al. 2017c) . 
Results of Experiments
In the first test, live water was injected through the core with a rate of 5 cm 3 /h equivalent to flow velocity of 1.5 ft/day, whereas in the second experiment, at the high-rate experiment, water injection was performed with a rate of 60 cm 3 /h that corresponds to the flow velocity of 18 ft/day. At the end of low-rate water injection, a sequence of bump flood was performed in ascending rates to recover the oil trapped as the result of end effects. From original injection rate of 5 cm 3 /h, the rate was increased to 20 and 50 and 100 cm 3 /h sequentially. The entire bump flood period was performed for 1 PV, and hence, the oil recovered during bump flood can be mainly attributed to the oil trapped due to capillary holdups. Figure 12 shows the oil recovery profile (%OOIP) and the differential pressure (dP) obtained during the water injection for both tests. For low-rate experiment, the breakthrough of the injection water happened at 0.21 pore volume injected as detected by appearance of water in effluent and drop in dP. The ultimate recovery of 36.1% was obtained during low-rate injection, which was followed by 4% additional oil recovery during the bump flood. Once the bump flood finished, the rate was reduced to original value of 5 cm 3 /h, which resulted in zero oil flow. For high-rate experiment, similar to the first experiment, a cycle of bump flood was performed after waterflood to establish the residual oil saturation across the core. One advantage of the experimental results was the relatively wide range of saturations obtained after breakthrough, which makes the estimated kr and Pc more reliable with respect to wide water saturation. Figure 13 illustrates the oil recovery profiles during water injection to highlight the impact of injection rate on the oil displacement. As can be seen, the low injection rate plus its corresponding bump floods would produce residual oil saturation compared to high-rate cases. The breakthrough happened in the comparably same pore volume injected, which indicates the resident oil was displaced similarly in two cases. The similarity between the low rate plus bump flood with the high rate indicates that the difference between low and Oil production profiles in water injection experiments at two different rates, i.e., 5 and 60. The ultimate oil recovery in both cases is almost exactly the same (41% in high rate vs. 40% in low rate + bump flood). The breakthrough occurred almost the same high rate is mainly due to the end effects rather than different displacement patterns. In other words, the residual oil saturation away from either ends of the core is similar in both high and low rates.
Co-history Matching of Two Corefloods
The coreflood experiments performed at low and high rates followed by bump floods were history matched to estimate relative permeability and capillary pressure. Figures 14 and 15 show the results of co-history matching exercise performed as a multiple-coreflood history matching, which indicates an acceptable degree of agreement between the experimental data and simulation results. The bump flood part of dP for low-rate experiment was history matched but not included in the plot since it would mask the comparison of dP profiles during low-rate periods. In this analysis, the results of CMG simulation were compared with Sendra to check if the different formulations of injector and producer would affect the coreflood simulations. Commercial reservoir simulators have been developed for large scales primarily, and hence, injection and production wells are perforated in the center of grid block using radial flow formulations, which is not consistent with 1D linear flow of core-scale laboratory experiments. Although CMG has introduced a keyword (SLIMTUBE), which would calculate well index based on linear flow, it is needed to validate the results of CMG with a core-scale simulator, i.e., Sendra. Figure 16 illustrates the estimated relative permeability and capillary pressure curves obtained through co-history matching technique. As can be seen, the capillary pressure curves exhibit oil-wet characteristics. The magnitude of capillary pressure was estimated as a low Pc between 0 and 3 psi, which is in agreement with high permeability of the core. As calculated from co-history matching, the residual oil saturation to waterflood (Sorw) and irreducible water saturation (Swi) are 0.32 and 0.18, respectively. If the estimated saturation functions (kr and Pc) could predict another coreflood experiment performed using same core and fluids but In semi-logarithmic scale, relative permeability curves tuned on the coreflood experiment (a). On the right-hand side (b), tuned capillary pressure curve estimated from co-history matching different ratio of viscous to capillary forces, the tuned saturation functions would be reliable. Displacement tests at different rates were performed which may imply different regimes of viscosity to capillary forces. One of the coreflood experiments was performed at a rate of 5 cm 3 /h, whereas the other coreflood was done at 60 cm 3 /h which is one order of magnitude higher. It would be expected to see less impact of capillary forces at higher rates. Although a co-history matching was performed, this multiple coreflood simulation can be analyzed as a history matching of one coreflood and forward simulation of another coreflood, which can be considered as a predictive exercise. Therefore, the prediction capability of the saturation functions indicates that the tuned water-oil relative permeabilities and capillary pressure can be used as the representative two-phase flow characteristics.
Conclusions
Co-history matching can be a new methodology to obtain a set of representative saturation functions that can express two-phase displacements in a way that relative significance of capillary and viscous forces can be captured. To demonstrate this method, the synthetic and the real core models were utilized to generate required information for verifying the consistency of cohistory matching. For the synthetic model, pore network modeling was incorporated to generate consistent properties of a digitized rock sample. The design of experiments was purposefully targeted to capture the relative strength of capillary and viscous forces by selecting different injection rate scenarios. The low injection rate experiment could lead to capillary hold up and subsequent bump floods resulted in additional oil recovery, which can show the competitions between the forces, whereas the high-rate experiment could express the oil recovery with less impact of capillary pressure. The outcome of co-history matching technique could successfully estimate a set of kr and Pc that resemble experimental data (pore network model) and also, the saturation functions could satisfactorily predict another numerical coreflood experiment. Clear advantages of co-history matching over conventional approaches were observed. Two real coreflood experiments were performed under reservoir conditions using live fluids and carbonate reservoir cores. As observed from experimental data of low and high-rate experiments, at non-water wet conditions, the relative significance of capillary pressure would become critically important in estimation of relative permeability. Based on the experiments, the multiple-coreflood history matching was set up to obtain relative permeability and capillary pressure. The outcome of history matching could lead to a single set of saturation functions that can reproduce the experimental data with acceptable degree of similarities. Since coreflood experiments are conventionally designed to study multiphase flow in one core, the methodology proposed in this work can be employed to design the coreflood experiments in a way that relative permeability and capillary pressure can be consistently estimated from multiple experiments. It is worthwhile mentioning that co-history matching approach can only be employed for core samples initialized comparably using identical core and fluid samples.
